
Since our establishment in 1916, we have continued to produce knitting needles 

following our promise to always deliver the best quality. 

We only use carefully selected high-quality bamboo grown in Japan. 

Based on our years of experiences and expertise we are committed to pleasing 

our customers with our products.

Over 100 Years history of Kinki Amibari Co. Ltd.

Japan Quality - made by skilled Craftsmen
Made by skilled craftsmen in Japan:

Bamboo is different in nature, depending on where it is grown, the 

season, and the variety. For this reason, only skilled craftsmen who 

have the flexibility to work with these properties are able to 

manufacture stable quality bamboo knitting needles.

4368 Takayama-cho, Ikoma, Nara, Japan 630-0101

T : +81-(0)743-78-1108/F: +81-(0)743-79-0882

Kinki Amibari Co. Ltd.

: office-en@amibari.jp
http://www.amibari.jp/english
http://www.seeknit.jp
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Sustainable
_ Bamboo is a renewable resource as it grows 
   extremely quickly.

_ Using bamboo means there is very little
   environmental impact and logging bamboo 
   for knitting needles is fulfilling a natural  
   evolution. 

_ It is relevant to ECO and KA has
   self-declared to follow SDGs #7, #12 and #15.

_ Easily fit to hand, light and flexible.

_ We are confident that you will see the top 
   quality of our workmanship in our needles  
   that are polished to perfection.

Comfortable

_ Easier to pick up stitches with finely ground needle 
   points and carefully polished surfaces.

_  The size is laser-printed so it won’t rub off. 

_  Swivel cords help prevent the cord from twisting.

_  The asymmetric circular needle is a KA original 
   product developed to knit small diameter tubes 
   such as socks comfortably smooth. One of the 
   needles is just one centimeter shorter than the 
   other, and that makes a big difference in 
   smoothness and comfort.

Useful

_  Our graceful and pleasing knitting needles made 
   of  Japanese natural bamboo are produced by our 
   highly skilled craftsmen.  Their years of experience  
   working with this medium allow them to 
   manufacture top quality bamboo knitting needles. 

_  Enjoy a relaxing time with the easiness of knitting 
   with our needles. 

Grace

The carefully polished surface is 
soft to the touch and the yarn 
slides off easily.

The finely ground needle tips make it 
easier to pick up stitches.

KA knitting needles use a rotating 
swivel cord to prevent the cord from 
twisting.

The asymmetric circular needle is a KA original product 
developed to knit small diameter tubes such as socks 
comfortably.One of the needles is just one centimeter shorter 
than the other, and that makes a big difference in smoothness 
and comfort.

The size is laser-printed 
so it won’t rub off.
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